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 `The second event of the VGSC season saw seventy-two players come out for the always 

popular four-person scramble.  The event was on Super Bowl weekend, so this format made our 

members be able to relax and enjoy the gridiron.  The Saturday shotgun was played with little wind 

and temperatures in the sixties, while the Sunday players had quite a bit of wind and temperatures in 

the low fifties.  With that said, most of the better scores came from the Sunday tee times.  Go figure. 

 

 Winning the first flight was the team of Tarap/Gardner/Haubold/Glenn who shot the low 

gross round of the tournament 58 for net 55.  The team started with Andy and Brian, but the staff 

threw Gary and Bill to fill out their foursome.  These four players love the early morning and love to 

play golf.  I feel like we should thank their wives who let them out to sharpen their tools that allowed 

them to combine on this victory.  In second place the team of Zipp/Narasky/Norris/Gourley shot 60 

for net 55.  This team was the last team on the course on Sunday and they came in with smiles 

birdying their last seven out of eleven holes. The tie breaker used to separate first and second was the 

low gross score. In third place the team of Carr/Upton/Molina shot 59 for net 56.  This team lost their 

fourth player early Sunday morning, but did not miss a beat birdying the first five out of six holes.  

They played an excellent round, but their middle six holes and parring their last two holes cost them 

the win.   

 

 Winning the second flight was the team of Pieper/Mcgovern/Ornelas/Hopkins with a score of 

59 for net 54.  Our point leader Tom Pieper made a lot of putts helping this team shoot the low net 

score and the second low gross score of the tournament.  But the winning play was made on the last 

hole by Mike “clutch” Hopkins who hit the drive, hit the approach and sank the birdie with guns a 

blazing.  In second place in the second flight was the team of Cervone/Hill/Payne/Cattalini who shot 

60 for net 55.  This team played at 7:30 am on Sunday morning and braved the worst of the elements 

in the field.  This team birdied their first four par threes and was the only team to birdy four of the six 

available.  I’m not sure what is more surprising that they made eight birdies or did not make a bogey.  

This group plays early to finish with enough time to party at the grill and they are fan favorites.  In 

third place the team of Hanson/Hanson/Englemen/Mehrens shot a 63 for net 56.  This team made six 

birdies and one bogey, but birdying the number one handicap hole twice was only done by two other 

teams.             

 

 Our next event will be on Saturday, March 8th in an 8:00 am shotgun or Sunday, March 9th with 

straight tee times.  This event will be a two-person team event and will be an NCGA qualifier.  The fee 

will be $55 per player with $10 per player going to the two team’s entry fee that qualify for the NCGA 

two-person better ball championship.  Grab a partner or sign up as a single and we will try to make a 

winning team.  Thanks for the participation and all the laughs that a VGSC weekend produces. 

 

LOW GROSS TEAM SCORES 

 

58 Murray/Choyce/Cozzitorto/Kuehl,    Tarap/Gardner/Glenn/Haubold 

59 Pieper/Hopkins/Ornelas/McGovern,   Carr/Upton/Molina 

60 Narasky/Norris/Zipp/Gourley,   Cervone/Hill/Payne/Cattalini    

 Quinn/Pallistrini/Goetze,   Gomez/Gomez/Freitas/Hoxsey 


